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In free energy calculations based on thermodynamic integration, it is necessary to compute the
derivatives of the free energy as a function of one 共scalar case兲 or several 共vector case兲 order
parameters. We derive in a compact way a general formulation for evaluating these derivatives as
the average of a mean force acting on the order parameters, which involves first derivatives with
respect to both Cartesian coordinates and time. This is in contrast with the previously derived
formulas, which require first and second derivatives of the order parameter with respect to Cartesian
coordinates. As illustrated in a concrete example, the main advantage of this new formulation is the
simplicity of its use, especially for complicated order parameters. It is also straightforward to
implement in a molecular dynamics code, as can be seen from the pseudocode given at the end. We
further discuss how the approach based on time derivatives can be combined with the adaptive
biasing force method, an enhanced sampling technique that rapidly yields uniform sampling of the
order parameters, and by doing so greatly improves the efficiency of free energy calculations. Using
the backbone dihedral angles ⌽ and ⌿ in N-acetylalanyl-N⬘-methylamide as a numerical example,
we present a technique to reconstruct the free energy from its derivatives, a calculation that presents
some difficulties in the vector case because of the statistical errors affecting the derivatives.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2829861兴
I. INTRODUCTION

In molecular-level computer simulations of chemical and
biological systems, it is frequently desired to calculate free
energy changes along an order parameter or on a surface
spanned by a few order parameters. These order parameters
are chosen such that they characterize the process of interest
or, even better, approximate well the reaction coordinate.
Unfortunately, it is common that Boltzmann sampling does
not allow for proper exploration of phase space for complex
chemical and biological systems, thus yielding statistical averages that exhibit strong dependence on initial conditions.
This appearance of nonergodicity is often caused by high
energy barriers separating different volumes of phase space.
It follows that transitions between these volumes constitute
rare events that might never happen during a computer simulation or occur so infrequently that accurate estimates of statistical averages are not practically achievable. Difficulties
with adequate sampling have been appreciated from the earliest days of free energy calculations through computer simulations and a wide range of techniques, called enhanced sampling methods, have been developed to deal with
quasinonergodicity.1
One of the oldest methods for efficient calculations of
a兲
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free energies is thermodynamic integration 共TI兲.2 Recall that
the free energy as a function of an order parameter  is in
general defined as

冕

A共*兲 = − ␤−1 ln

e−␤H共p,x兲␦共共x兲 − *兲dpdx,

共1兲

where x and p denote, respectively, the Cartesian coordinates
and momenta of all the particles, H is the Hamiltonian function of the system, and ␤ = 1 / 共kBT兲. Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. In TI, instead of
calculating A共兲 directly as a function of an order parameter
, its derivative dA / d is computed. For example, a direct
differentiation of Eq. 共1兲 gives 共see Appendix C兲,
dA
共  *兲 =
d

冕

 H −␤H
e ␦共共x兲 − *兲dpdx def

H
=
* . 共2兲
−␤H
兰 e ␦共共x兲 − *兲dpdx


冓冏 冏 冔

The brackets 具兩*兩典 denote the conditional average. Then, A共兲
共up to a constant兲 is recovered through integration.
The earlier equation is not the most convenient one to
use, to a large extent because expressing the Hamiltonian
function H in generalized coordinates can be quite tedious.
Instead, one can use the method of constraints3–5 to calculate
dA / d. In this approach, the order parameter  is kept constant by applying a force of the form − ⵜ . The variable 
is a Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint 共x兲
= *. One starts the calculation by choosing a number of
quadrature points, q. At each q, a simulation is carried out
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with the constraint 共x兲 = q. Statistics are gathered to estimate the derivative of A at q and integration of this quantity
provides the final profile, A共兲. This approach allows for
sampling states of the system at all values of , including
low-probability transition regions.
A drawback of this approach is that constraining  can
lead to quasinonergodic effects, in particular when multiple
reaction pathways are present. Inside the hypersurface 共x兲
= *, there might exist several metastable basins 共corresponding to different pathways兲 separated by high barriers, so that
transitions between these basins are rare. As a result, if the
calculation is not long enough, the estimate of dA / d will
depend on the initial conditions, a situation difficult to detect
in practice. In other words, in constrained simulations, the
search space is reduced, which is generally detrimental to
efficient sampling.
An alternative approach that does not suffer from this
disadvantage is to calculate dA / d from an unconstrained
simulation. This approach was used for the first time by
Darve and Pohorille.6 In a single molecular dynamics 共MD兲
simulation, instantaneous forces acting on  are averaged in
bins and A共兲 is reconstructed by integration once the simulation is completed. Beyond improved ergodic behavior, an
advantage of this approach is that there is no need to generate several initial conditions, as is the case with the method
of constraints.
Unconstrained simulations by themselves do not offer
any improvements in efficiency over conventional methods
based on Boltzmann sampling. Such improvements are realized only through biased sampling along . Many techniques
fall under this category including the adaptive umbrella
sampling,7 metadynamics of Laio and Parrinello,8–12 and flat
histogram techniques used mainly, but not exclusively, in
conjunction with Monte Carlo methods, such as the multicanonical method,13 the method of Wang and Landau,14–19 and
the transition matrix method.20–22 Another successful approach is the adaptive biasing force 共ABF兲 method proposed
by Darve and Pohorille.6,23,24 Although all these methods appear to differ widely, they share one feature responsible for
their high efficiency—an adaptive adjustment of some quantity that eventually leads to a uniform sampling of the chosen
order parameters. Another common feature of these methods
is that, in contrast to traditional approaches, such as umbrella
sampling, no prior guess about the shape of A共兲 is needed.
As an example, we clarify the relation between two
adaptive techniques, metadynamics and ABF, used in conjunction with deterministic dynamics. In metadynamics,10,12
P replicas of the system are used and, as in the method of
constraints mentioned earlier, the derivative of the free energy at * is estimated by constraining the dynamics of the
replicas at 共x兲 = * with a force of the form − ⵜ . Short
MD runs are used for this purpose. Then, the reaction coordinate is moved according to

t+1 = t + ␦

F c共  t兲
,
兩Fc共t兲兩

where Fc共t兲 is the estimate of −dA / d obtained using the
method of constraints and ␦ is a stepping parameter. As it
stands, this dynamics simply pushes t toward the nearest

energy minimum. In order to improve the sampling, a biasing potential in the form of a sum of Gaussians,

兺 e−共 −  兲 /2共␦兲 ,
ⱕt
 2

2

is added to the Hamiltonian. This pushes the system away
from states that have already been visited. This leads to enhanced transitions between free energy minima. In the limit
− 兺 e−共 −  兲

 2/2共␦兲2

ⱕt

→ A共兲 + const.

A proof of convergence is given in Bussi et al.25
In ABF one proceeds differently. The mean force 具F 兩 *典
along the order parameter ,
具F兩*典 = −

dA共*兲
,
d

is estimated from a running average in the appropriate bin.
The equations for F are provided further in this paper. Then,
an external force, −具F 兩 *典 ⵜ , that opposes the mean force
is applied. The net result of this procedure is that, after a
brief equilibration, the average force acting on  is close to
zero and the system undergoes barrierless diffusionlike motion along the order parameter. This means that the sampling
of  becomes uniform. The external force −具F 兩 *典 ⵜ  therefore produces an effect similar to the Gaussian functions
exp共−共 − *兲2 / 2共␦兲2兲 in metadynamics. An important difference between the two methods is that metadynamics requires tuning of the width and weight of the Gaussian functions and the frequency with which the biasing potential is
updated. In ABF, instead, the free energy is directly reconstructed from its derivative.
It is important to realize that TI based on unconstrained
dynamics and ABF are two independent components of an
approach to calculating free energies. TI is used to calculate
A共兲, whereas ABF is used to improve sampling of the order
parameters. In combination, they form a highly efficient approach to calculating free energies, which has been successfully applied to several problems of chemical and biological
interest.6,23,24,26–32 In several cases it has been shown that
ABF performs substantially better that some widely used,
alternative methods.24,27
ABF can be also compared to the adaptive biasing potential method.7 In the latter approach, the biasing potential
in an umbrella sampling simulation is periodically updated to
yield a uniform probability distribution of sampling each
value of  within a given stratum 共“window”兲. This is done
through the iterative solution of the weighted histograms
analysis method 共WHAM兲 equations.33,34 As simulations
progress the estimated biasing potential becomes close to the
negative of A共兲 and consequently the sampling distribution
becomes flat. This adaptation strategy is different from that
used in ABF because it requires approximating the probability distribution in the full range of  within one stratum before updating is performed. In contrast, dA / d, which is
adapted in ABF, can be estimated locally without visiting
other parts of the window. This leads to a faster convergence
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of the adaptive procedure, especially if A共兲 changes substantially within a single stratum. The numerical example
given in Sec. IV illustrates this point.
In its standard formulation, TI requires the calculation of
second order derivatives of  with respect to x. This is not a
problem theoretically, but practically can be tedious to
implement, especially for complex order parameters. The
main goal of this paper is to obtain instead a different set of
equations involving only first-order time derivatives and ⵜ.
These new equations are simple to implement and quite intuitive because they resemble Newton’s equations of motion.
In the next section, we derive the desired equations for
dA / d in both the scalar and vector case. These expressions
involve an arbitrary vector field w satisfying the constraint
w · ⵜ = 1. As presented here, the derived formulation applies
directly to any dynamical variable . It can be, however,
readily extended to other order parameters using for example
the formalism of metadynamics.8–12 Next, we show that the
new formulation presents considerable advantages whenever
a complex, but physically motivated, order parameter is defined. This is related to the fact that calculating second derivatives in such an instance can become a major inconvenience. In Sec. III, we outline ABF used in conjunction with
TI and unconstrained molecular dynamics. In Sec. IV, we
give a numerical example, in which the free energy is calculated on a two-dimensional surface defined by the backbone
dihedral angles ⌽ and ⌿ in N-acetylalanyl-N⬘-methylamide.
In this context, we present a technique to reconstruct the free
energy from its derivatives obtained in several windows. The
paper closes with conclusions and a pseudocode for ABF.
This code is quite simple and requires only a single entry in
a molecular dynamics code.
II. THERMODYNAMIC INTEGRATION
USING TIME DERIVATIVES

We first derive the equations for dA / d in terms of space
and time derivatives in the scalar 共one-dimensional兲 case and
then proceed with the derivation for the vector case. In our
derivation, we stress that the formula for dA / d is not
unique, but depends on the choice of the vector field w. The
previously obtained result that involves only space
derivatives6,23,24 appears as an intermediate step in our derivation.
In this section we will use the following notation: A is
the free energy;  is the reaction coordinate; x is the particle
coordinates; v is the particle velocities; a is the particle accelerations; p is the momenta; M is the mass matrix; H is the
Hamiltonian; K is the kinetic energy; U is the potential energy;  is the generalized coordinates with 1 = ; J is the
Jacobian matrix of the generalized coordinates; t is the transpose of a vector or matrix; and Tr is the trace of a matrix.
The units of energy are chosen such that kBT = 1.
A. Scalar case

If the reaction coordinate  is a function of x only 共not
p兲, then Eq. 共1兲 can be simplified,

冕

A共*兲 = − ln

e−U共x兲␦共共x兲 − *兲dx.

共3兲

In TI, the quantity of interest is the derivative of the free
energy
dA 兰 e−U共x兲␦⬘共共x兲 − *兲dx
.
=
d 兰 e−U共x兲␦共共x兲 − *兲dx

共4兲

Note that this equation is different from Eq. 共2兲. For the
interested reader, the connection between these two formulas
is given in Appendix C.
First, we will show that this derivative is connected to a
vector field w that satisfies the condition w · ⵜ = 1 through a
simple, general equation,5,35
dA
= 具ⵜU · w − ⵜ · w兩典.
d

共5兲

Indeed,
具ⵜU · w − ⵜ · w兩典
=

兰 共ⵜU · w − ⵜ · w兲e−U␦共共x兲 − *兲dx
兰 e−U␦共共x兲 − *兲dx

=

− 兰 ⵜ · 共e−Uw兲␦共共x兲 − *兲dx
兰 e−U␦共共x兲 − *兲dx

=

兰 e−Uw · ⵜ␦共共x兲 − *兲dx
兰 e−U␦共共x兲 − *兲dx

=

兰 e−U共w · ⵜ兲␦⬘共共x兲 − *兲dx
.
兰 e−U␦共共x兲 − *兲dx

If we impose that w · ⵜ = 1 and use the definition of dA / d in
Eq. 共4兲, we recover the left-hand side of Eq. 共5兲.
At first sight, the fact that Eq. 共5兲 holds for any w might
seem surprising, but in fact there is a relationship between a
choice of generalized coordinates  and w. Let us choose,
for example, w = x / ; then w · ⵜ = 1 is satisfied, as can be
readily verified using the chain rule. That specific choice
leads to a well known equation 共for a derivation see Appendix D兲, namely,
dA
=
d

冓 冏 冏冔

 U  ln兩J兩
+
 .



This relation can be found in several publications.3,6,36–38
The choice of w, with w · ⵜ = 1, is arbitrary in the same
way as is the choice of generalized coordinates . The value
of dA / d obtained from infinitely long simulations is the
same for all choices of w as long as w · ⵜ = 1. However, the
corresponding variance will, in general, depend on w. Thus,
in an efficient numerical algorithm, w should be chosen so
that this variance is as small as possible.
Starting with Eq. 共5兲 we can now derive the equation
with time derivatives, which takes the following form:
dA
=−
d

冓冏

冏冔

d
兩共w · p兲  .
dt

共6兲

To derive this equation we use the product rule for derivatives
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冏 冔 冓冏

d
共w · p兲  =
dt

冏冔

具Wt ⵜ U − 共ⵜ · W兲t兩兩典

dw
dp
·p+
·w 
dt
dt

=

= 具− ⵜU · w + ptM −1J共w兲tp兩典,
where J共w兲 denotes the Jacobian of w: J共w兲ij = wi / x j. We
used the fact that dw / dt = J共w兲v = J共w兲M −1p.
Next, we take advantage of the following equality 共see
Appendix E for a proof兲:

冕

1
t
utBue−u Audu = Tr共A−1B兲
2

With this result

冓冏

冕

t

冏冔

ⵜ

j=1

Since the right-hand side is equal to −dA / d 关see Eq. 共5兲兴,
this proves Eq. 共6兲.
The advantage of this formula is the simplicity of its
implementation. No second order space derivatives are
needed. The time derivatives can be easily approximated using finite differences in time 共see Appendix B for an algorithm兲. Note that these derivatives are not used for integrating the equations of motion, but only for evaluating the
thermodynamic force.
For the particular case, w = mM −1 ⵜ , m−1
2
= 兺km−1
k 共 / xk兲 , we get
d
d
m
dt
dt

 .

冉兿
N

= 具− ⵜU · w + ⵜ · w兩典.

冓 冏冉 冊冏 冔

=

 ␦ 共  共x兲 −  兲dx
兰 e−U兿Nj=1
j
j
 ␦ 共  共x兲 −  兲dx
− 兰 共ⵜ · 共e−UW兲兲t兿Nj=1
j
j
 ␦ 共  共x兲 −  兲dx
兰 e−U兿Nj=1
j
j
 ␦ 共  共x兲 −  兲兲dx
兰 e−UWt ⵜ 共兿Nj=1
j
j
 ␦ 共  共x兲 −  兲dx
兰 e−U兿Nj=1
j
j

共7兲

Cast in this form, the equation formally resembles Newton’s
equation of motion. Note that in general m˙ is not equal to
the momentum p. When generalized coordinates  are used
共with 1 = 兲, p = m˙ is true if and only if ⵜ · 共M −1 ⵜ k兲
= 0 for k ⱖ 2, which is generally not the case.

冊

j⫽k

Note the sum over k which results from differentiating a
product of N terms. Since we have ⵜkwi = ␦ik,

冉兿
N

wi · ⵜ

j=1

冊

␦共 j共x兲 −  j兲 = ␦⬘共i共x兲 − i兲 兿 ␦共 j共x兲 −  j兲.
j⫽i

Therefore, the ith component of 具W ⵜ U − 共ⵜ · W兲t兩兩典 is
t

兰 e−U␦⬘共i共x兲 − i兲兿 j⫽i␦共 j共x兲 −  j兲dx
 ␦ 共  共x兲 −  兲dx
兰 e−U兿Nj=1
j
j

.

This is equal to A / i 关see Eq. 共4兲兴. This proves Eq. 共8兲,
which can be used for vector cases in conjunction with the
calculations of first and second spatial derivatives.
For multiple reaction coordinates, the equation that requires only first derivatives is
ⵜ A = −

冓

冔

d t
兩共W p兲兩 .
dt

共9兲

To derive this result we proceed along the same lines as
previously. Consider a component i of ⵜA: A / i. We get

冓

冔

d
共wi · p兲兩 = 具ptM −1J共wi兲tp − wi · ⵜU兩兩典
dt

i
.
xj

We will prove that
ⵜA = 具Wt ⵜ U − 共ⵜ · W兲t兩兩典,
where W is a thin matrix with N columns such that
JW = I.
The derivation is similar to that for the scalar case

= − 具wi · ⵜU − ⵜ · wi兩兩典,
which is the same as −A / i 关see Eq. 共8兲兴.
For the choice Wt = M JM −1, M −1 = JM −1Jt , we get
ⵜ A = −

e−H␦共1 − 1共x兲兲 ¯ ␦共N − N共x兲兲dx,

where J共兲 denotes the fat matrix with entries
关J共兲兴ij =

k=1

= 具− wi · ⵜU + Tr共J共wi兲兲兩兩典

We now consider free energy as a function of several
order parameters i, i = 1 , . . . , N. We denote by  the vector
of all order parameters. A共兲 is defined as

冕

N

␦共 j共x兲 −  j兲 = 兺 ␦⬘共k共x兲 − k兲 兿 ␦共 j共x兲 −  j兲 ⵜ k .

B. Vector case

A共兲 = − ln

.

Let us choose an index 1 ⱕ i ⱕ N and focus on A / i.
Only row i, wi, of Wt needs to be considered. The gradient
can be computed as

e−u Audu.

d
共w · p兲  = 具− ⵜU · w + Tr共J共w兲兲兩典
dt

dA
=−
d

=

 ␦ 共  共x兲 −  兲dx
兰 共Wt ⵜ U − 共ⵜ · W兲t兲e−U兿Nj=1
j
j

共8兲

冓 冏冉 冊冏 冔
d
d
M
dt
dt

 .

共10兲

As in the scalar case, this equation is much easier to implement numerically than Eq. 共8兲. No second derivatives are
involved. This is especially convenient here since computing
terms like  M  / xl can be quite tedious to implement.
Again, in general M ˙ is not equal to p. The equality
holds if and only if JM −1 ⵜ k = 0 for k ⱖ 2.
C. Case study—A complex order parameter

As we have already mentioned, the main difference between the old and the new approach to calculating force is
that the latter does not require computing second derivatives
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FIG. 1. 共Color兲 This is a schematic representation of an amphipathic helix in
a membrane. On the top left, the conformation parallel to the membrane is
shown. In the center, the helix is forming an angle  with the normal n to
the water/membrane interface. On the right, the helix is in the transmembrane configuration. The angle between the eigenvector v3 and n is a good
order parameter to calculate the orientation of the helix.

of the potential energy with respect to the selected order
parameters. Is it really a worthwhile advantage? In this subsection we argue and illustrate in an example that it is.
For simple order parameters, calculating second derivatives with respect to  is a straightforward task. It is particularly simple for distances between atoms or groups of atoms
and this order parameter has been implemented in conjunction with ABF in the NAMD molecular dynamics package.39
Although calculating second derivatives for planar and torsional angles is somewhat more involved, it is carried out
routinely in the geometry optimization phase of molecular
mechanics simulations. One might argue that a great majority of chemical and biological processes of interest can be
described satisfactorily by these three types of order parameters. A relevant example is a recent simulation of a muscle
protein, titin,31 in which a complex problem of protein
stretching in response to an external force was reduced to
describing free energy changes as a function of a distance
between protein domains. If this or similar approaches,
which rely on choosing simple order parameters, were successful, the newly proposed approach would offer no clear,
tangible benefits, compared to the old one. However, as we
illustrate later, complex parameters might be required for this
and many other, biologically interesting problems. For these
parameters, calculating second derivatives can be a daunting
task.
In the following example we show that a seemingly reasonable choice of a simple order parameter is unsatisfactory
and instead a more complex variable should be used. This is
related to a problem currently studied by the authors. Consider the insertion of an amphipathic helix in a membrane. A
convenient order parameter to describe this process is the
angle, , between the helix and the normal to the water/
membrane interface. This allows distinguishing the parallel
orientation of the helix located at the interface between water
and the membrane from the perpendicular orientation,
adopted by the helix spanning the membrane. During insertion, the orientation changes smoothly between these two
extreme states. One such orientation is shown in Fig. 1.
We are interested in defining  such that the variance of

force F acting along the angle  is small. We will see that
this leads to second derivatives 2 / xi  x j which are difficult to calculate.
The angle  can be obtained once a unit vector aligned
with the main axis of the helix has been defined. One way to
do so is to join heavy atoms at both ends of the helix. This
simple definition has serious drawbacks: 共i兲 Forces due to
fast intrahelical motions contribute to and markedly increase
the variance of F and 共ii兲 the application of a large biasing
force on the two heavy atoms may lead to distortions of the
protein structure.
Alternatively, one may consider the center of mass of the
upper and lower part of the helix and use the line joining
these two points to define the helical axis. This will reduce
the variance of F and, consequently, the statistical error of
dA / d because the internal forces in each part of the helix
exactly cancel out. In this case, however, one obtains a nonsmooth acceleration field, which can lead to serious distortions of the helix. Indeed, define two centers of mass
N

XL =

1 L L L
兺m x ,
M L i=1 i i

N

XU =

1 U U U
兺m x ,
M U i=1 i i

where we split the atoms into a lower and upper part. Coordinates of atoms in the lower a part are denoted by xLi and
xU
i , respectively. Assume that we define an order parameter 
in terms of these two vectors  = 共XL , XU兲. The “biasing” or
“constraining” acceleration along the order parameter is of
the form −FM −1 ⵜ . The entries of M −1 ⵜ  can be found to
be
1

ⵜx 
mLi i
L

=

1
ⵜX ,
ML L

1

ⵜx
i
mU
i

U

=

1
ⵜX  .
MU U

共11兲

This shows that −FM −1 ⵜ  is equal to a constant for any
atom in the lower part of the helix and a different constant
for the upper part of the helix. Consequently, there will be a
large jump in the biasing force at the junction between these
two regions 共see Fig. 2兲. Any method which uses constraints
or biasing forces 共e.g., method of constraints,3,4 ABF,6
metadynamics8兲 will therefore introduce unphysical distortions.
A similar problem arises in simulations by Lee et al.,31
in which the dynamics and energetics of the interdomain
arrangement of two adjacent domains of titin, Z1 and Z2,
were studied using molecular dynamics and ABF. The chosen order parameter was the distance between the centers of
mass of the tip of Z1 and Z2. As in the example described
before, this choice leads to a nonsmooth acceleration field at
the junction between the two domains. Therefore, this order
parameter may lead to distortions of the structure of Z1
and Z2.
An order parameter defined using eigenvectors of the
inertia tensor of a protein or its fragment would not suffer
from the problems with distortions, described above. The
inertia tensor is given as 共Goldstein et al.,40 p. 194兲
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ficulty can be avoided, however, if one uses the new formulation for calculating dA / d, which requires first order derivatives with respect to time and space only.
III. ADAPTIVE BIASING FORCE METHOD

As we have already discussed in Sec. I, if significant
energy barriers along  are present in the system, the method
for calculating free energy, outlined so far, will be inefficient
unless a properly chosen, position-dependent biasing force is
added. This can be done by applying the ABF
algorithm.6,23,24
Assume that we bin the interval of interest in  and that
N共Nstep , k兲 is the number of samples collected in bin k after
Nstep steps in a simulation. We can compute the running average of the force acting along  in bin k from
FIG. 2. This figure illustrates why choosing poor reaction coordinates may
lead to large statistical errors and inaccuracies. Circles represent atoms and
lines correspond to chemical bonds. The arrows represent the adaptive biasing forces applied to the protein. The protein is assumed for the sake of
simplicity to be composed of four atoms forming a linear chain. In the top
row 共case 1兲,  is a function of the unit vector joining the first and last heavy
atoms of the molecule. The gradient of  is therefore nonzero only for these
two atoms as is shown on the figure. The top right figure shows that applying a force to the first and last atoms might cause not only changes to the
orientation of the molecule but also distortions in chemical bonds and the
conformation of the molecule. In the bottom row 共case 2兲,  is a function of
the unit vector joining the centers of mass of the bottom and top parts of the
protein. Here, gradient of  has a constant value for the top part and 共a
different兲 constant value for the bottom part 关see Eq. 共11兲兴. This can lead to
deformation of the bonds at the junction between the top and bottom parts
共bottom right figure兲.
N

I jk = 兺 mi共␦ jk兩xi兩2 − 共xi兲 j共xi兲k兲,

共12兲

i=1

where xi is the position vector of particle i and 共xi兲 j is its j
component. Such a tensor has in general three eigenvectors,
which define the three principal axes of the protein. For each
axis, a principal moment of inertia is defined as its associated
eigenvalue. The principal axis associated with the smallest
principal moment of inertia is the main orientation axis of
the helix 共shown in Fig. 1兲.
This definition satisfies several requirements. The order
parameter involves all the atoms in the protein 共as does the
definition based on the center of mass兲. The applied force is
small near the center of mass and large away from it and it
changes smoothly along the backbone of the protein. This
minimizes the distortions in the helix due to the biasing
force.
Computing the gradient of this order parameter is clearly
more complicated than it would be for simpler but unsatisfactory definitions of the helical axis. This can be done with
some effort, as shown in Appendix A. Calculating second
derivatives, however, would be quite tedious. This example
clearly illustrates the point made at the beginning of this
subsection. Even though the coordinate  is convenient and
physically motivated, its application in TI is by no means
simple if one needs to compute second derivatives. This dif-

1
N共Nstep,k兲

F共Nstep,k兲 =
d
Fi共tki 兲 =
dt

冏冉 冊冏
d
M
dt

N共Nstep,k兲

兺
i=1

Fi共tki 兲,
共13兲

,
tki

where Fi共tki 兲 is the ith force sample when  is in bin k and tki
is the time at which sample i was collected 关see, e.g.,
Eq. 共10兲兴.
In ABF, the force −共ⵜ兲F共Nstep , k兲 is applied to bias the
dynamics of the system. For a large number of samples,
N共Nstep , k兲, F共Nstep , k兲 approximates well the average thermodynamic force acting along . Thus, the total 共biased兲
average force acting on the system is close to zero and the
system experiences only a diffusive 共fluctuating兲 force along
. This is precisely the objective of all adaptive methods:  is
sampled uniformly, which greatly improves the efficiency of
free energy calculations.
In the case of a single parameter , the free energy
⌬Aa→b between two states a and b of the system is simply
obtained by integrating the biasing force F,
⌬Aa→b = −

冕

b

a

k

b − a max
F d  ⬇ −
兺 F共Nstep,k兲.
kmax k=1

Note that in contrast to WHAM,33,34 when performing a
simulation using “windows,” we do not need to “connect”
the different parts of the free energy and can simply integrate
the mean force. Since an external bias is applied in ABF, it
needs to be removed when estimating F. This is simply
done by subtracting from Fi共tki 兲 in Eq. 共13兲 the bias applied
to the system. If the system is artificially restrained to a
given window, a similar unbiasing procedure is applied to
remove the effect of the restraining force. Details of the
implementation are given in Appendix B and Algorithm 1.
In practice, a good estimate of the average force is usually achieved rather rapidly, as discussed previously in several papers.6,23,24 Interestingly, ABF is one of a few adaptive
algorithms, in which it is possible to prove that, with appropriate updating, the forces converge to the correct values and
that the convergence is, under certain assumptions,
exponential.41
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At the beginning of the simulation, very few samples,
N共Nstep , k兲, are available in a given bin k. For this reason, the
current running average, F共Nstep , k兲, might be a poor estimate of 具F 兩 典. Large fluctuations in F共Nstep , k兲 may lead to
nonequilibrium effects that reduce the efficiency of the
method by leading to an incorrect bias. To control these effects a procedure is required that reduces initial variations in
the external force applied in a given bin. A variety of different schemes can be applied for this purpose. One method is
to multiply F共Nstep , k兲 defined in Eq. 共13兲 by a function
R共N共Nstep , k兲兲 = min共1 , N共Nstep , k兲 / N0兲, where a satisfactory
value of N0 is typically in the range of 100–200. The new
formula for F共Nstep , k兲 becomes
F共Nstep,k兲 =

R共N共Nstep,k兲兲
N共Nstep,k兲

N共Nstep,k兲

兺
i=1

F共tki 兲.

共14兲

For a small number of samples in bin k, R共N共Nstep , k兲兲  1.
Then, the biasing force applied to the system is markedly
reduced by this function, tempering fluctuations in the force
between two consecutive counts in this bin. As
N共Nstep , k兲 / N0 approaches N0, R共N共Nstep , k兲兲 approaches 1,
which reduces its effect on the biasing force. Simultaneously,
fluctuations in the estimated F共Nstep , k兲 are also reduced due
to improved statistics. Once N共Nstep , k兲 reaches N0, Eqs. 共13兲
and 共14兲 become identical.
Other schemes are possible, but this one proved to be
efficient in several applications. An algorithm for carrying
out ABF simulations is described in Appendix B.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A. Method

To test the newly developed approach in a simple but
nontrivial vector case, we calculated the free energy of
isomerization of alanine dipeptide 共N-acetylalanyl-N⬘methylamide兲 in aqueous solution using ABF and Eq. 共10兲.
The purpose of this test was not to add to the existing, considerable body of knowledge about alanine dipeptide 共see
Smith,42 p. 5574, Table IV for a summary of free energy
calculation results兲. Instead, we demonstrate that the formulation of ABF based on Eq. 共10兲 readily yields flat, biased
probability distributions and the resulting free energy profiles
agree with those obtained from Eq. 共8兲, thus confirming that
the method based only on first derivatives does not lead to
any numerical artifacts. Also, we analyze convergence of
ABF and demonstrate that statistical errors are primarily due
to inherent fluctuations of instantaneous forces rather than
nonuniform sampling of the order parameters or nonequilibrium perturbations that are significant only at the beginning
of the simulation. This speaks to the efficiency of the method
compared to alternative approaches. Finally, this example
created an opportunity to address the problem of reconstructing the free energy profile from several windows in a forcebased method. A similar problem for one and multidimensional cases in probability distribution-based methods for
free energy calculations has been resolved through the
WHAM method.33,34

FIG. 3. The ball-and-stick representation of alanine dipeptide. Carbon atoms
are light gray, hydrogen atoms are white, nitrogen atoms are black, and
oxygen atoms are dark gray. Free energy of isomerization of dialanine was
calculated as a function of the dihedral angles ⌽ and ⌿.

Although alanine dipeptide is too short to form a secondary structure, it exhibits conformational flexibility in the twodimensional space of dihedral angles ⌽ and ⌿ 共see the schematic representation in Fig. 3兲. For this reason this small
peptide is an attractive prototype for studying conformational
preferences in basic building units that form proteins. Computational studies of its conformational equilibria have been
carried out in vacuum, gas phase and aqueous solution 共see
Refs. 42–46兲. Multidimensional umbrella sampling is the
most common method used for the calculation of the free
energy landscape.42,47–50
The system that we considered consisted of the solute
immersed in 480 TIP4P 共Ref. 51兲 water molecules in a cubic
box, the dimensions of which were 24.4 Å ⫻ 24.4 Å
⫻ 24.4 Å. This yielded a water density approximately equal
to 1 g / cm3. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all
three spatial directions. An all-atom model was used for the
peptide, with intramolecular parameters described by the
AMBER force field.52 Interactions between different components of the system were defined using the standard combination rules.53 All intermolecular interactions were truncated
smoothly with a cubic spline function between 8.0 and
8.5 Å. Bond lengths involving hydrogen atoms were kept
fixed using RATTLE.54 The equations of motion were integrated using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a 1 fs time
step. The temperature was kept constant at 300 K using the
Martyna et al. implementation55 of the Nosé–Hoover
algorithm.56,57
The range of 共⌽ , ⌿兲 studied here was 关180° , 360°兴
⫻ 关−120° , 180°兴. The ranges of ⌽ and ⌿ were divided into
three and five intervals, respectively 共see Table I for the details兲. This led to a decomposition of the entire 共⌽ , ⌿兲 domain into 15 overlapping windows. In each window, forces
were binned in cells 5 ° ⫻ 5°. The MD trajectory in each
TABLE I. Setup for windows used in ABF. The domain was decomposed
into 15 overlapping windows defined by 兵IiJ j其1ⱕiⱕ3,1ⱕjⱕ5.
Angle

Unit

⌽
⌿

deg
deg

Interval for each window
I1 = 关180, 245兴, I2 = 关235, 305兴, I3 = 关295, 360兴
J1 = 关−120, −55兴, J2 = 关−65, 5兴, J3 = 关−5 , 65兴,
J4 = 关55, 125兴, J5 = 关115, 180兴
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FIG. 4. 共Color兲 Ramachandran plots
for alanine dipeptide as a function of
dihedral angles ⌽ and ⌿ in the peptide
backbone. In every plot ⌽ is on the x
axis and ⌿ is on the y axis 共unit: deg兲.
Colors on the maps depend on the free
energy in a given region, as shown on
the energy scale shown on the right
side of each panel. Top left panel: reconstruction of the two-dimensional
free energy map using four control
points per data point 共as shown in Fig.
5兲. Top right panel: reconstruction of
the same map using only one control
point per data point. This result shows
a more oscillatory behavior. The derivative of A was computed using Eq.
共10兲. Bottom left panel: the free energy map obtained using Eq. 共16兲 with
space derivatives only. Bottom right
panel: absolute difference in free energy between the top left and bottom
left maps.

window was 0.75 ns long. Harmonic potentials, which act
only outside the windows, were applied to keep the angles
inside the windows. This is a standard stratification strategy,
which has been shown to improve accuracy of free energy
calculations not only if sampling of the order parameters is
nonuniform, but even if all values of the order parameter are
sampled with equal probability 共see, e.g., Chipot and
Pohorille,1 Sec. 3.3.1兲.
The ramp function given by Eq. 共14兲 was added to mitigate the effect of inaccurate estimates of dA / d when very
few samples were available. The parameter N0 共the width of
the ramp兲 was chosen as
N0 =

definition of AABF共1兲 given earlier depends on the path
C0,1, which is not desirable.
To circumvent this problem, the function A can be approximated using spline functions

AABF共兲 = 兺 l ␣lBl共兲.
The coefficients ␣l can be computed by minimizing

15 total number of steps
,
100 total number of cells

that is, 15% of the expected average number of samples per
cell. This led to N0 ⬃ 160.
B. Calculation of A„⌽ , ⌿… from its derivatives
and results

Since the estimated 具共F⌽ , F⌿兲典 is burdened with statistical errors, it is not exactly equal to the gradient of a function
共it is not a conservative force兲. For example, let us choose a
reference point 0 for which AABF共0兲 = 0. We further define
AABF共兲 by
AABF共1兲 =

冕

DABF · dl,

C ,
0 1

where DABF is an approximation of ⵜA produced by the
ABF procedure and C0,1 is a path joining 0 and 1. For an
arbitrary closed loop C we should always have

冕

ⵜA · dl = 0.

C

In general, however, this relation is not satisfied by a vector
field DABF that has statistical error. As a consequence, the

FIG. 5. Control points and discretization nodes used to reconstruct A. The
basis functions are bilinear functions equal to 1 at a discretization node and
zero at the surrounding nodes 共small dots兲. Four control points per cell were
used 共medium dots兲. The derivatives of A were evaluated at each control
point using linear interpolation based on the neighboring data points 共large
dots兲.
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FIG. 6. 共Color兲 Evolution of the histogram of sampling 共⌽ , ⌿兲 in the ABF simulation as a function of time. The colors of individual bins correspond to the
value of free energy in these bins. The color scheme is the same as in Fig. 4. The free energy is high in the corner ⌽ = 0°, ⌿ = 15° of the plot. The minimum
is around ⌽ = −65° and ⌿ = −55°. The maxmin ratio is the ratio of the maximum of the histogram over its minimum. It is infinite at T = 0.11 ns because some
regions have not been visited at all. The maxmin ratio decreases with time and should converge to 1 共uniform sampling兲 for very long sampling.

兺k 兩ⵜAABF共k兲 − DABF共k兲兩2
=兺
k

冏冉 兺
l

冊

冏

2

␣lⵜBl共k兲 − DABF共k兲 ,

共15兲

where k are the sample points at which DABF is computed.
This minimization problem for ␣l has a unique solution if we
require that AABF共0兲 = 0.
The free energy surface for alanine dipeptide obtained
using this approach is shown in Fig. 4. Bilinear elements
were used to approximate the free energy. Four control
points were chosen around each data point. This was done in
order to increase the smoothness of the reconstructed free
energy. The position of the nodes and control points is shown
in Fig. 5. If only one control point per data point is used the
free energy surface shows spurious oscillations.
In Fig. 4, the two most important minima correspond to
an ␣R helix 共310° , −40°兲 and a ␤ sheet 共310° , 150°兲. The
position of these minima and the values of the free energy at
these points agree with previously published results. For ex-

ample, Smith42 found minima around 共288° , −56°兲 and
共280° , 162°兲 and calculated that the ␣R helix conformation is
favored by about 1 kcal/mol. Note that Smith used the
CHARMM22 potential so the exact match with his results cannot be expected.
We compared the time derivative formulation with the
formula that requires only space derivatives6

ⵜ A = −

冓

Z−1

冔

d 2
− kBT 兺 Z−1lZZ−1l兩兩 .
dt2
l

共16兲

The free energy map calculated using this formula is
shown in Fig. 4 共bottom left兲. As can be seen from this
figure, the absolute difference between the free energy computed using the time derivative formulation 关Eq. 共10兲, Fig. 4,
top left兴 and the space derivative formulation 共Fig. 4, bottom
left兲 is smaller than 1 kBT for most of the two-dimensional
free energy surface.
Finally, we obtained the one-dimensional free energy
profile A共⌿兲 by integration along ⌽,
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simulation time T in nanoseconds 共ns兲. The error decays as
O共T−1/2兲 for T sufficiently large, which is the expected behavior for diffusive motion.
The free energy is related to the average force through
the least-square Eq. 共15兲. If we denote Ai the value of the
free energy in bin i and D j the force estimated using ABF in
bin j, then there exists a matrix Mij such that
Ai = 兺 MijD j .
j

This matrix can be obtained by solving Eq. 共15兲. Assuming
that all the components of D j for all j are statistically uncorrelated, we then have
FIG. 7. Statistical error for the average force and the free energy as a
function of T−1/2, where T is the total simulation time in ns. The T−1/2 decay
is observed for T sufficiently large. The units are kcal mol−1 for the energy
and kcal mol−1 deg−1 for the force. The number of bins, nbin, corresponds to
the number of bins in the window 共⌽ , ⌿兲 = 关−65: 0兴 ⫻ 关−55: 15兴 and is equal
to 182 in this case.

A共⌿0兲 = − ln

兰 exp共− A共⌽,⌿0兲兲d⌽
.
/ exp共− A共⌽,⌿兲兲d⌽d⌿

This profile is very close to that obtained by Chipot and
Pohorille,49 who used umbrella sampling and the same force
field and computational setup. In particular, the free energy
difference between the ␣R and ␤ states obtained using ABF
and umbrella sampling is −0.5 and −0.1 kcal/ mol, respectively. The barrier between the free energy minima is 2.8
kcal/mol in ABF and 3.2 kcal/mol in umbrella sampling calculations. A very good agreement between these two methods underscores that ABF does not introduce any artifacts
into free energy calculations.
C. Convergence and statistical errors

To analyze numerical convergence of ABF, we first look
at the evolution of the probability density histogram as a
function of time. The results for one window are shown in
Fig. 6. In this window, the free energy has a minimum near
共⌽ , ⌿兲 = 共−65, −55兲 deg and a maximum at 共⌽ , ⌿兲
= 共0 , 15兲 deg. The free energy difference between these two
points is approximately 9 kcal mol−1, which practically precludes sampling the full window in an unbiased simulation.
In the ABF-based simulation, the system, initially located in
one corner, slowly moves in the window irrespective of the
energy barrier until the whole window is sampled. We computed the maxmin ratio which is the ratio of the largest to the
smallest value in the histogram. Initially, this ratio is ⬁ since
some bins have not been yet visited. At the end of the simulation, it is reduced to 6.7. If we had continued the simulation, this ratio would have converged to 1.
We also computed the statistical error in the average
force and the free energy. The statistical error in the average
force was obtained using the method of block averaging58 in
order to remove the statistical correlation between samples.
This gave us an estimate of the error in each bin. The l2 norm
of this vector divided by the square root of the number of
bins was used to estimate the mean statistical error in the
force. This error is shown on Fig. 7 as a function of the

␦共Ai兲 =

冉兺

储Mij␦共D j兲储2

j

冊

1/2

,

where ␦共·兲 denotes the standard deviation of a random variable. Once the statistical error is estimated in each bin, we
computed its mean using the l2 norm; this is shown as a
function of T in Fig. 7. As can be seen from this figure, after
a brief period of time the error decreases as O共T−1/2兲, as was
also the case for the error in the forces. This type of decay
can be considered as the best case scenario for the reduction
of statistical error.
V. CONCLUSION

We present an approach to computing the mean force for
the one-dimensional 共scalar兲 and multidimensional 共vector兲
cases that does not require evaluating second derivatives
with respect to Cartesian coordinates but instead involves
derivatives with respect to time. The latter approach is more
convenient to implement in a molecular dynamics code because only first order derivatives need to be calculated. Derivatives with respect to time are obtained by storing values
from the previous step and using a finite-difference approximation. This approach simplifies greatly the adaptive biasing
force method.6,23
From our derivation it is apparent that the formula for
dA / d is not unique but rather depends on the choice of the
vector field w. Although the free energy converges to the
same value for all choices of w, the rates of convergence
might vary. For a convenient choice of w, the formula takes
a simple, intuitive form—the thermodynamic force, defined
as dA / d, can be expressed in a form that resembles closely
Newton’s equation of motion.
To demonstrate how the method works we calculate free
energy of alanine dipeptide as a function of ⌽, ⌿ torsional
angles in the peptide backbone. Numerical results obtained
using space and space/time derivatives in conjunction with
ABF are fully consistent and agree well with earlier results
that are based on other enhanced sampling techniques, such
as umbrella sampling.42,49 The advantage of ABF is that the
sampling of an order parameter or a low-dimensional hypersurface rapidly becomes uniform, which in turn greatly improves statistical precision of the calculated free energy.
In the vector case, the mean force cannot be directly
integrated to yield the free energy. This is because, due to
statistical errors in the calculated mean force, the results of
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the integration depend on the path taken. To remove this
dependence, we propose to use B splines and least-square
minimization. It has been shown that several control points
per data point are required to reconstruct a smooth free energy surface.
One might have concerns about complexities of incorporating calculations of forces along the selected order parameters and the adaptive procedure, which are both required in
ABF, into the existing molecular dynamics codes. However,
as it turns out, the method can be easily implemented in a
module that is separate from the rest of the code. Only a
single call to the ABF subroutine is needed in the time stepping loop 共see Appendix B兲.
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APPENDIX A: GRADIENT OF THE ORDER
PARAMETER DISCUSSED IN SEC. II C

We derive the equations to calculate the gradient of  in
the example from Sec. II C. The goal is simply to show that
even though the first derivative is relatively easy to calculate,
the second derivative is significantly more difficult. This is
our motivation for deriving our new formulation
共see Sec. II兲.
Let us denote v1, v2, and v3, the three eigenvectors of
the inertia tensor 关see Eq. 共12兲兴, and 1, 2, and 3, their
eigenvalues. We assume that each eigenvector is of norm 1
and that the order parameter is defined in terms of v3: 
= f共v3兲 共for example by considering the angle between v3
and the z axis兲. Using the chain rule, the derivative with
respect to any coordinate, generically denoted by x, is

   v3
=
· ⵜf .
x
x
v3 / x is perpendicular to v3 共because v3 is a unit vector兲
and can be written as a linear combination of v1 and v2. In
addition, 共v1 , v2 , v3兲 is an orthonormal basis and therefore,

冉

冊 冉

冊

 v3
 v3
 v3
=
· v1 v1 +
· v2 v2 .
x
x
x
Since v3 is an eigenvector we have that Iv3 = 3v3, where I is
the inertia tensor. Differentiate this equation and take a dot
product with v1 to get
vt1

冉 冊

冉 冊

冉 冊

I
 v3
 v3
=  3v 1 ·
.
v 3 +  1v 1 ·
x
x
x

Hence, v1 · 共v3 / x兲 = 共3 − 1兲−1vt1共I / x兲v3. Finally, we obtain

冉

冊

冉

冊

I
I
 v3
= 共3 − 1兲−1 vt1 v3 v1 + 共3 − 2兲−1 vt2 v3 v2 .
x
x
x
共A1兲
From this equation  / x can be computed.

APPENDIX B: ALGORITHM

Here we present an algorithm for implementing ABF in
a molecular dynamics code, in which the equations of motion are integrated using the velocity Verlet algorithm. Similar implementations can be developed for other integrators.
The time derivative can be approximated in different
ways. The algorithm we propose is a second order algorithm
关e.g., with O共⌬t2兲 error兴 which minimizes the computational
cost and the memory requirement. The force d / dt共M ˙ 兲 is
evaluated at every half-step. We apply the chain rule to get
d
d
共M ˙ 兲 = 共M J兲v + M Ja.
dt
dt
Since v is often computed and stored at half steps in molecular dynamics codes, this is a convenient approach. The product M J can be evaluated at half steps by taking the average
of full step values. Therefore, given a time step i, we compute the time derivative at step i + 1 / 2 using

冏冉

d
共M ˙ 兲
dt

冊冏

=
i+1/2

兩共M J兲兩i+1 − 兩共M J兲兩i
vi+1/2
⌬t
1
+ 共兩共M J兲兩i + 兩共M J兲兩i+1兲共兩a兩i
4
+ 兩a兩i+1兲 + O共⌬t2兲.

We only need to store values at the current and the previous steps.
In algorithm 1, the quantity M J is stored in a variable
called W.
Algorithm 1. Adaptive biasing force algorithm.
Subroutine Integrator 共x0 , v−1/2兲.
x ← x0 // Position
v ← v−1/2 // Velocity
Loop over time steps i = 1 , . . . , N
a ← −M −1 ⵜ U共x兲 // Forces at time t
a ← −ABF共i − 1 , ⌬t , a , x , v兲 // Call to ABF
v ← v + ⌬ta // Advance the velocity
x ← x + ⌬tv // advance the position
End loop
Subroutine ABF共i , ⌬t , a , x , v兲
Save n, F, F0, W0,a0
k← bin corresponding to 共x兲
F ← R共k兲共F共k兲 / n共k兲兲 // Compute current estimate of
// −dA / d multiplied by factor R
a ← a − M −1J共x兲tF // Apply biasing force
W ← M 共x兲J共x兲 // Save this product which is used several times
in ABF
if i ⱖ 1:
// Estimate of force for step i − 1 / 2
F0 ← 共1 / ⌬t兲共W − W0兲v + 0.25共W + W0兲共a + a0兲 + 0.5共F0 + F兲
// Note that we need to add 0.5共F0 + F兲 in order to
// remove the e_ect of the bias on our estimate of dA / 
k0← bin at step i − 1 / 2
Increment n共k0兲 by 1 // Increment counter
Increment F共k0兲 by F0 // Add new sample to array F共k兲
End if
W0 ← W // Save W for next step
a0 ← a // Save a for next step
F0 ← F // Save F for next step
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APPENDIX C: EQUIVALENCE OF THE EQUATIONS
FOR THE DERIVATIVE OF THE FREE ENERGY

We prove the following equations for dA / d:

dA
=
d

冕

 H −H
e ␦共共x兲 − *兲dpdx

兰 e−H␦共共x兲 − *兲dpdx

␦⬘共共x兲 − *兲dx
兰e
,
−U共x兲
兰e
␦共共x兲 − *兲dx
−U共x兲

=

J. Chem. Phys. 128, 144120 共2008兲

Darve, Rodríguez-Gómez, and Pohorille

where ␤ is set to 1. We start with the definition of A共兲 given
in Eq. 共1兲,

冕

A共*兲 = − ln

e

−H共p,x兲

␦共共x兲 − *兲dpdx

APPENDIX D: EQUATION FOR THE DERIVATIVE
OF THE FREE ENERGY WITH THE JACOBIAN MATRIX

Since we previously proved that 关Eq. 共5兲兴,
dA
= 具ⵜU · w − ⵜ · w兩兩典,
d
there remains to be shown that for the choice w = x / , we
have
ⵜU · w − ⵜ · w =

We use the chain rule
ⵜU · w − ⵜ · w = 兺
i

and introduce a set of generalized coordinates 共p , 兲. We
perform a change of variables in the previous integral

冕
冕

A共*兲 = − ln

= − ln

e−H␦共共兲 − *兲dpd
e−Hdpd2, . . . ,dN .

dA
=−
d

冕

d共e−H兲
dpd2, . . . ,dN
d
.
兰 e−Hdpd2, . . . ,dN

Using the chain rule to calculate the derivative of e−H
and changing the variables back to Cartesian coordinates we
obtain

dA
=
d

冕

 H −H
e ␦共共x兲 − *兲dpdx

.
兰 e−H␦共共x兲 − *兲dpdx

This is our first equation.
The second equation is obtained by observing that the
integration over p can be removed since it only shifts A by a
constant

冕

A共*兲 = − ln

e−U共x兲␦共共x兲 − *兲dx + const.

Then, e−U␦共共x兲 − *兲 is a function of x parametrized by *.
The derivative with respect to * can be taken directly, and
we get
dA 兰 e−U共x兲␦⬘共共x兲 − *兲dx
,
=
d 兰 e−U共x兲␦共共x兲 − *兲dx
which is our second equation.

 U  xi
  xi
−兺
 xi 
i  xi 

=

  j   xi
U
− 兺 ij
 xi   j 


=

  j   xi
U
.
−兺

ij  xi    j

The second term with 兺ij can be recognized as the trace of
Jt共J−1 / 兲. A classical result of linear algebra states that

冉 冊

Tr Jt

Since, after the change of variables, H is a function of p,
2, . . ., N, parametrized by *, the derivative with respect to
* can be readily evaluated

 U  ln 兩J兩
+
.



 ln 兩J兩
 J−1
=−
,



where 兩J兩 is the determinant of J. 共For a proof see, for example, Darve et al.,6 Appendix B, p. 9179.兲 We therefore
have
ⵜU · w − ⵜ · w =

 U  ln 兩J兩
+
.



This is the result we wanted to prove.

APPENDIX E: INTEGRATION WITH GAUSSIAN
FUNCTIONS

We prove that

冕

t

utBue−u Audu =

Tr共A−1B兲
2

冕

t

e−u Audu.

By changing the variable of integration,

冕

t

utBue−u Audu =

1

冑兩A兩

冕

2

vtA−1/2BA−1/2ve−兩v兩 dv ,

where 兩A兩 is the determinant of A. We denote C
= A−1/2BA−1/2. Take i ⫽ j. Since Cijviv j is an odd function of
2
2
vi and e−兩v兩 is an even function, the integral of Cijviv je−兩v兩
over vi is equal to 0.
For i = j,

冕

2

Ciiv2i e−兩v兩 dv = Cii共N−1兲/2

冕

2

v2i e−vi dvi ,

where N is the dimension of vector v. After integration by
parts over vi, we find that
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冕

2

Ciiv2i e−兩v兩 dv =

冕

CiiN/2 Cii
=
2
2

Summing over i, we get

冕

J. Chem. Phys. 128, 144120 共2008兲

Adaptive biasing force method

t

utBue−u Audu =

1 兺iCii
冑兩A兩 2

冕

=

Tr共C兲
2

=

Tr共A−1B兲
2

冕

2

e−兩v兩 dv

t

e−u Audu

冕

t

e−u Audu.

This is the equation we wanted to prove.
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